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INTRODUCTION

Seasoned information security contractor; interested in computer security, system design, ML and AI, excited to join a team

where their skills in offensive red team, defensive blue team, and exploit development shine.

SKILLS

A fluent polyglot programmer in, C (ansvif, jmpwnns, oxasploits),C++ (ansvif, google-blacklist), Javascript (sqlmap-helper,

oxasploits.com), Perl (MAPDAV, Franklin), Ruby (Metasploit module creation), Python (Kadio for Kodi), Communication,

Teamwork, Code reviewing (ansvif, oxasploits), A meticulous interest in the seemingly mundane when reading code (oxasploits),

Fuzzing (oxasploits, ansvif), Windows (ACLs, Defender, Firewalls), Linux servers, UDP and TCP/IP, DNS (pointing web addresses at

machines), NTP (network time sync), SMTP (mail server setups), Iptables coupled with Suricata (for  intrusion prevention), Nmap

(network analysis), Snort and Wireshark (packet inspection), and Metasploit (the noisy way into cracking a machine).

EXPLOIT DEVELOPMENT

CVE-2010-2626 (Webmin) (Dir transversal to root RCE)

CVE-2016-10401 (Zyxel Modems) (Took apart firmware and cracked passwords)

CVE-2017-5816 (HPe iMC PLAT) (Command injection in service restart)

CVE-2018-17336 (UDisks2) (String Format in log generation)

CVE-2019-12881 (Linux kernel) (NULL Pointer Dereference)

CVE-2019-15947 (Bitcoin-qt) (Design flaw)

CVE-2021-3560 (Polkit/dbus) (Race condition LPE)

WORK EXPERIENCE

Security Analyst and Technical Writer, Jacksonville, NC - May 2020 - Current

Writing articles at https://oxasploits.com about various information security topics, CVE’s I’ve worked on exploits for, as well as

general Red and Purple team topics.

KFC, Dishwasher - February 2020 - January 2023

My responsibilities included making sure every dish was clean, cleaning the floor traps, making sure the trash was all taken out,

and putting away all dishes before leaving for the night.

Freelance Developer / Github Contributor, Asheville, NC - January 2014 - Current

Develop security tools with applications in exploit development and vulnerability assessment.  My work can be found on

GitHub: https://github.com/oxagast.

Domino’s, Insider - February 2018 - January 2020

I was responsible for making all the pizzas, knowing how each pizza was correctly made, the average weight of each item to put

on each pizza per its size, and being efficient enough to get it in the oven within a minute and 30 seconds.

Assistant to the Network Administrator, Mocksville, NC - January 2003 - May 2004

Responsibilities were to repair computers, configure software, and configure/debug network issues.

PROJECTS

oxasploits,  A collection of my exploits and vulnerabilities

A collection of CVE’s for vulnerabilities discovered and have written exploits for: https://github.com/oxagast/oxasploits.

Franklin,  A ChatGPT backed IRC bot

I have designed an IRC bot in perl that has hooks into the ChatGPT API and responds realistically with accurate information,

while coming off in an almost human tone, using the Large Language Model, see it here: https://github.com/oxagast/Franklin.

Chipmonk,  A NUT UPS visual power dialogs interface

An interface into the NUT middleware for Uninterruptible Power Supplies for visual notifications of power line events, such as

low battery, or line power back online. View the source code at: https://github.com/oxagast/chipmonk.

ansvif,  A Not So Very Intelligent Fuzzer

Over seven years I’ve had the pleasure to design and write a tool used by security professionals to find software flaws.  It can be

found at: http://oxagast.github.io/ansvif/.
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